GROWING FURNITURE
FOR YOUR CHILDREN´S HEALTH

GROWING CHAIRS AND TABLES
FOR KIDS FROM 4 TO 18 YEARS
Years
Warranty

CHILDREN´S
HEALTH FIRST

CHILDREN CHOOSE THE DESIGN AND COMFORT
- PARENTS LOOK AFTER THEIR HEALTH

In order to support the healthy development of children at an early age, we pay attention to the lifestyle associated with appropriate
physical activities, healthy sleep and also ergonomic sitting during writing, reading and other activities at the table. As the child grows,
his chair and table must grow with him. Growing furniture supports concentration, develops creativity, and eliminates tiredness, headache,
spinal deformities and a lot of other problems. When the sitting is healthy and fun, it will bring good learning results and especially
pleasure. For children and for parents too.

More than 80 % of adults suffer from pain of upper and lower back spine.
Typical for sedentary work, these pains result mostly from tiredness and single
static joint and muscle stress. When you sit on a standard chair, you extremely
burden your spine. Due to the fact that your back muscles are relaxed when
you sit, the spinal discs become extremely stressed. Although the negative
results may be soothed by consequent medical treatment, the spinal discs
mostly remain damaged.

HEALTHY SITTING ADJUSTMENTS
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Seat height
adjustment

Seat depth
adjustment

Back height
adjustment

Desk height
adjustment

Desk tilt
adjustment

Prevention of such health damage must start in early childhood. Therefore the
ergonomic growing furniture is the best solution.
Please, consider the chance of healthy and more comfortable life, free of
health problems, for your children. Our catalogue offers a wide range of
growing ergonomic furniture MAYER, suitable for children from 4 years old
until adulthood.

Invest 20 cents to health!
If you invest 20 cents per day to your child health, your budget for ergonomic
growing furniture is about 950 EUR (from 5 to 18 years).
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Recommended adjustment of the growing furniture ( cm)

Health requirements
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body height

seat height

desk height
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Years
Warranty

For body height 110 – 195 cm

ERGONOMIC VERSATILITY

- COMFORTABLE SEATING

Settings for preschooler and for high school
graduate

Children‘s growing chair MyChamp is ideal ergonomic companion for children of all ages. It has been developed with emphasis on healthy sitting
in a wide range of figures. 4-year-old preschooler and and also shapely
teenager – both sit comfortly and healthy. It is destined to be a loyal companion throughout your child‘s complete education period.
Sit properly is actually a skill. And thanks to all those in need by setting
it on MyChamp much easier. You can individually adjust the height of the
backrest, seat height and especially the depth of the seat, all on a massive
scale. Additionally, four-castors base having a front integrated footrest,
which serves as a little child ergonomic footrest (though the perhaps
a feet did not reach the floor) and more like a older child relaxation
(prevention against the rigid seating).

Adjustable
backrest
height
Robust
construction
- tonnage 90 kg
Adjustable sitting
height with safety
fuse
Adjustable
sitting depth

Handle for the move
- exactly to your hand

2431, 30 461
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26 092
Polyester
blue

Adjustable sitting height
clamping open & closed

Adjustable sitting height safety
fuse - unlocked & locked

2431, 30 461

Universal
double-function castors

Standard equipment MyPony makes of all
kinds floors castors with a choice:
ON - spinnig on unloaded chair,
sit to brake
OFF - always spinning

26 091
Polyester
red

Stepless adjustable of sitting
depth 29–40 cm

Practical footrest

Flexible fixing of backrest
- dynamical spine support

26 090
Polyester
pink

Safety fuse of
adjustable sitting height

26 093
Polyester
green

161
Aquaclean
30 461 red

162
Aquaclean
30 462 blue-grey

DIMENSIONS
(cm)

2435

kg

83-1 0 2

163
Aquaclean
30 463 green

3 3 -5 9

29–40

46

13

169
Aquaclean
30 370 pink
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For body height 110 – 195 cm

ERGONOMIC VERSATILITY

- COMFORTABLE SEATING

Settings for preschooler and for high school
graduate

Children‘s growing chair MyPony is ideal ergonomic companion for children
of all ages. It has been developed with emphasis on healthy sitting in
a wide range of figures. 4-year-old preschooler and and also shapely teenager – both sit comfortly and healthy. It is destined to be a loyal companion throughout your child‘s complete education period.
Almost every health problem with the spine has a certain continuity the incorrect and rigid position when sitting in early childhood. Flexible (floating)
mount backrest impossible rigid seating with rounded back. Intervertebral
disc need to function correctly the most healthy exercise and least dynamic rigidity and just sitting on MyPony chair is ideal in preventing back
pain later.

Adjustable
backrest
height
Robust
construction
- tonnage 90 kg
Adjustable sitting
height with safety
fuse
Adjustable
sitting depth

Standard equipment MyPony makes of all
kinds floors castors with a choice:
ON - spinnig on unloaded chair,
sit to brake
OFF - always spinning

2435 163
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26 092
Polyester
blue

Adjustable sitting height
clamping open & closed

Adjustable sitting height safety
fuse - unlocked & locked

2435 163

Universal
double-function castors

Flexible fixing of backrest
- dynamical spine support

26 091
Polyester
red

Stepless adjustable of sitting
depth 29–40 cm

Practical footrest

Handle for the move
- exactly to your hand

26 090
Polyester
pink

Safety fuse of
adjustable sitting height

26 093
Polyester
green

161
Aquaclean
30 461 red,
grey mesh

162
Aquaclean
30 462 blue-grey,
grey mesh

DIMENSIONS
(cm)

2435

kg

83-1 0 2

163
Aquaclean
30 463 green,
grey mesh

3 3 -5 9

29–40

46

13

169
Aquaclean
30 370 pink,
grey mesh
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CHILD IS GROWING

CREATIVE INTERIOR

Do you know, what is the most important „furniture“ difference between an adult and a child? It´s easy - the child
is growing! Which kind of furniture is thus most available
for children´s room? It´s clear - growing! The first quality
growing chair is following your child from 4 to 18 years old!

Four upholstery combinations of resistant Aquaclean fabric with mesh, four Polyester fabrics with Mayer rings and two economical combinations with
PU leatherette. If none of these 10 variants are not enough, you can choose any fabric Mayer for single-colored chair or also as a combination with
mesh! Make the creative corner for your child!

- CHAIR IS GROWING TOO

- IDEAL SPACE

Q1 401
Aquaclean
30 370 pink,
30 467 antracit

Q1 402
Aquaclean
30 463 green,
30 467 antracit

Q2 403
Aquaclean
30 467 antracit,
30 463 green

Q2 404
Aquaclean
30 467 antracit,
30 464 grey

M1 405
Aquaclean
30 370 pink
pink mesh

M1 406
Aquaclean
30 467 antracit,
green mesh

M2 407
Aquaclean
30 467 antracit,
green mesh

M2 408
Aquaclean
30 464 grey
grey mesh

NON-ROTATING GAS LIFT- STABILE POSITION
2428 A2, 26 091

2428 A2, 26 093

2428 A2, 26 092

8

09 ECO
pink PU,
pink mesh

13 ECO
green PU,
green mesh

26 090
Polyester
pink

26 091
Polyester
red

Registered design

26 092
Polyester
blue

There are at least two reasons why we can recommend to parents on kids‘
chair a non-rotating gaslift. The first reason is the view of a teacher who
recommended a quieter sitting without rotation to maintain the same angle
during typing. The second reason is the doctor‘s recommendation, which
highlights the risk of back injury during rapid rotation on the chair.

26 093
Polyester
green

41
Aquaclean
30 461 red,
grey mesh

DIMENSIONS
(cm)

PN

kg

2428 A 2
2428 A 2 PN
2428 A 2 V PK

42
Aquaclean
30 462 blue-grey,
grey mesh

81-104
80-102
91-114

43
Aquaclean
30 463 green,
grey mesh

36-49
35-47
46-59

28-41
28-41
28-41

49
Aquaclean
30 370 pink,
grey mesh

44
44
44

13
13
15
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actikid A2 / actikid A3

ACTIKID A3 SMILE

MODERN SPACE

Children´s growing chair Actikid A3 Smile meets all requiremets of healthy sitting during child´s growing and is
intended for babies from 4 years old and for babies from
110 to 180 cm height with maximum tonnage 110 kg.

Actikid A3 Smile combines the best of chairs Actikid and Freaky. From
original Actikid takes growing frame with renovated ergonomy shape
of back, from Freaky high class and elegant base. Modern shapes of
combined upholstery evokes wide smile. Your child will enter his room
and his chair will smile at him!

- KEEP SMILING

- NICE SHAPES

Settings for preschooler and for high school
graduate

Higher gas lift and
high adjustable ring
code VPK

Universal castor
for carpets
and hard floors
(standard)

2428 A3 51

26 090
Polyester
pink

2428 A3 52

26 091
Polyester
red

26 092
Polyester
blue

2428 A3 53

26 093
Polyester
green

51
Aquaclean
30 461 red,
grey mesh

2428 A3 59

52
Aquaclean
30 462 blue-grey,
grey mesh

53
Aquaclean
30 463 green,
grey mesh

Registered design

59
Aquaclean
30 370 pink,
grey mesh

Gliders code GL
DIMENSIONS
(cm)
2428 A 3
2428 A 3 V PK

kg
82-102
90-110

36-49
44-57

27-40
27-40

46
46

12
14
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sitting with future

HEALTH IS IMPORTANT

- GAME TOO
All parents want for their children only the best. It´s necessary to think
about many aspects during decision making about the chair. Probably
the most important are ergonomicly healthy sitting and long durability
of the chair.
But do not forget, that the chair would be nice for your child and would
bring also enjoy of sitting. Freaky is the one which you can trust in.

Freaky / Freaky sport

SUPER-RESISTANT FABRICS
- ALL COLORS

We think of style for everybody. Easy cleaning upholstery materials were tested
by fingers with chocolate. Result? All are good cleaned and stay the same colored.
Freaky has healthy and comfort upholstery with the right density of foams for children.
Foam parts and inside wooden parts correspondent to quality of the norm E1.
Easy cleaning and super-resistant fabrics Aquaclean are made with clever
protection with very new aquaclean technology. It´s not only surface finishing but
deep protection of every string. Ketchup or chocolate? No problem!

Settings for preschooler
and for high school graduate

Growing chair alteration for
non-adjustable table with
fixed height about 72 cm.

Higher gas lift and high adjustable
ring code VPK

2436 08, 26 093

2436 08, 26 091

2436 08, 26 090
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26 090
Polyester
pink

2436 08, 26 092

26 091
Polyester
red

26 092
Polyester
blue

26 093
Polyester
green

464
Aquaclean
30 467 antracit
30 464 grey

30 370
Aquaclean
pink

Registered design

30 461
Aquaclean
red

DIMENSIONS
(cm)
2436
2436 V PK

kg
80-94
90-104

30 462
Aquaclean
blue-grey

36-49
46-59

29-43
29-43

30 463
Aquaclean
green

53
53

12
14

13
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Freaky / Freaky sport

SPORTIVE DESIGN

ADJUSTABLE CHAIR

Sportive design and upholstery are not only friendly but every day can
also enjoy the sitting. Afford your child high quality MAYER with special
design. You will see his/her smiling.

Growing, not only „kids“ chair Freaky Sport. First quality and sportive actual design.
Swivel chair for right sitting, adjustable for figure high 110-180cm. All advatages for
kids from 4 years old, teenagers and also theirs tutoress. High sitting comfort, soft
armrests, Easy-Click-System - ideal adjusting to figure dimensions through 4-level
deep seat and high back adjustments, safety gaslift and pearlsilver frame.

- HIGH QUALITY

- GROWING COMFORT

Universal castor for
carpets and hard
floors (standard)

Gliders
code GL

Growing chair alteration for
non-adjustable table with
fixed height about 72 cm.

Higher gas lift and high adjustable
ring code VPK

DIMENSIONS
(cm)
2430 08 399

14

371
Polyester
26 F97 black
26 F94 antracit
26 F91 red

373
Polyester
26 F97 black
26 F94 antracit
30 313 green

2430 08 399

375
Polyester
26 F97 black
26 F94 antracit
26 F92 blue

390
Aquaclean
30 370 pink
30 464 grey

399
Aquaclean
30 461 red
30 464 grey

392
Aquaclean
30 462 blue-grey
30 464 grey

Registered design

2430
2430 V PK

396
Aquaclean
30 467 antracit
30 463 green

kg
86-100
96-110

36-49
46-59

397
Aquaclean
30 467 antracit
30 464 grey

29-43
29-43

53
53

13
15

15

COMFORTABLE SITTING
- COOL DESIGN

Swivel chair MyFlexo is perfect for kids and teens. Adjustable high of
seat begin down enough and a special hanging of back for very simple
adjusting of seat depth. MyFlexo fulfils ergonomical needs for wide range
of kids and teens aged from 5 to 18 years. The back of MyFlexo is simply
moving on the right position, where your back really is. Thus children and
teenagers can always sit the way which agree theirs age and body.
MyFlexo grants long use while maximally ergonomical comfort.

Years
Warranty

Years
Warranty

CLEAR DESIGN

- CLEAN COLORS

Growing chair Smarty is perfect ergonomy
companion for your child. The range of height
adjustable makes it ready for first minutes of
concentration of your 4 years old child and to
be in touch with him during all education. The
technology of adjusting of seat depth together
with back height is uniquely simple. Both is going
together! So children may sit as to suit their body
and age.
You will like Smarty chair not only because of
excellent ergonomy but also due to clear soft
design. Especially back shape in side wiew is
exciting design experience. Used ultra breathable
fabrics are also hygienic advantage.

2416 02

16

2432 502

2432 502

2432 503

2416 09 VPSK
High gaslift
and ring for Smarty

2416 09
2416 02
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The robust ABS edge protrudes slightly over the slab's relief to create a natural safety
barrier. The universal white version with small gray details is suitable for all interiors. In
addition, small plastic details can be changed (pink, green and blue are included) and the
room interior is even more bright.
Easy operation and rich standard equipment will support a successful path to education.
Rounded corners of writing desks ensure safe movement around the table. The basic
equipment includes a practical wrist support and a pull-out organizer for school needs.
Uniq tables in a healthy and pleasant student environment!

32U5
32W8 W

32U1
Desk top................................120 x 69cm (width x depth)
Desk height...........................55 - 80 cm - mechanically using a handle
Desk tilt.................................front part, safety break
Frame and desk color.............white
Plastic parts...........................gray; details grey, green, blue and pink
ABS edge...............................3D gray-white embossed desk overlap
Wrist pad...............................gray soft

32U1 18
2431, 30 463

The Uniq table is a children's growing desk of practical and ergonomic style. It combines the best
of previous proven Profi, Racing and Expert tables.
The smart table design consists of two separate work desks. The stable U-shaped desk offers the
largest storage space from all MAYER tables and enough space for accessories - such as the Uniq
shelf (not only for textbooks and books) or a table lamp. The front work desk can be tilted up to
an angle of 36 °, which is enough to drawing or painting. Correct adjustment of the desk angle
will offer a healthy cervical spine position during an important period of growth and help prevent
future healthy problems.
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MOBILE CABINET
WITH LOCK
32P8, 32W8
Dimensions:
52 x 39 x 55 cm
(height x width x depth)
Number of drawers: 2
Shifting mini organizer
inside the upper drawer
One shifting counter inside the downer drawer (8 positions)
Frame and front color: silver or white
Sitting desk:
- fabrics Mayer
- desk AH maple or W white with ABS edge
Front castors with mechanical brakes

MOBILE
CABINET
WITH LOCK
32R8 18
Dimensions: 61 x 39 x 55 cm
(height x width x depth)
Number of drawers: 3
Shifting mini organizer inside the upper drawer
One shifting counter inside the downer drawer (8 positions)
Color: white
Upper surface is not high loaded (only Profi cabinets are
suitable for seating)
Front castors with mechanical brakes

PULL-OUT ORGANIZER
Dimensions: 57 x 35 x 5 cm
(width x depth x height)
Storage height: 5 cm
Number of compartments: 4

Safety gaslift for soft
touch during adjustment
to horizontal position.
32U1 18

32W8, 26 093

32U1 18

SHELF uniq
32U5
Height above table: 34 cm
Dimensions: 65 x 25 cm
(width x depth)
Frame color and Desk color: white
ABS edge: 3D gray-white embossed desk
overlap
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32W8, 30 462

Expert table tops are made of exclusive birch plywood with white surface laminate to combine
natural material with high durability.
The universal white version with tiny gray details will brighten the interior of the children's and
student room. Easy operation and rich standard equipment will support a successful path to
education.
Rounded corners of desk tops ensure safe movement around the table. The basic equipment
includes a practical wrist pad and an extra large pull-out organizer for school needs.
Tables Expert in a pleasant and simply clean student environment!
32E1
Desk top.............................. 120 x 75cm (width x depth)
Desk height......................... 57 - 75 cm - mechanically using a handle
Desk tilt............................... front part, safety break
Frame and desk color........... white
Plastic parts......................... gray
Edge................................... admitted plywood
Wrist pad............................. gray soft

MOBILE CABINET
WITH LOCK
32P8, 32W8
Dimensions:
52 x 39 x 55 cm
(height x width x depth)
Number of drawers: 2
Shifting mini organizer inside the upper drawer
One shifting counter inside the downer drawer (8 positions)
Frame and front color: silver or white
Sitting desk:
- fabrics Mayer
- desk AH maple or W white with ABS edge
Front castors with mechanical brakes

32E9 18
32R8 18
32E1 18

PULL-OUT ORGANIZER
Dimensions: 78 x 40 x 5 cm
(width x depth x height)
Storage height: 4 cm
Number of compartments: 8

2430 08 375

MOBILE CABINET WITH LOCK
32R8 18
Dimensions: 61 x 39 x 55 cm
(height x width x depth)
Number of drawers: 3
Shifting mini organizer inside the upper drawer
One shifting counter inside the downer drawer (8 positions)
Color: white
Upper surface is not high loaded (only Profi cabinets are
suitable for seating)
Front castors with mechanical brakes

32E1 18
Expert table is a growing children's table of modern ergonomic style. It combines the best of proven Profi
and Racing tables.
The smart table design consists of two separate desk tops. The L-shaped fixed desk offers a stable
horizontal storage compartment and the option of an accessory - Expert shelf (not only for textbooks and
books) or a table lamp. The front plate can be tilted up to 23 °, which is enough to drawing or painting.
Correct adjustment of the desk angle will offer a healthy cervical spine position during an important period
of growth and help prevent future healthy problems.
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32E1 18

Safety gaslift for soft
touch during adjustment
to horizontal position.

Desk height adjustment

SHELF EXPERT
32E9 18
Height above table: 33 cm
Dimensions: 75 x 25 cm
(width x depth)
Frame color and Desk color: white
Edge: admitted plywood
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Profi3

Years
Warranty

Children´s growing tables for beginning or advanced pupils. Well-tried model with
wide color range. Design suitable to both - 1. class or leaving examination student.
Traditionally easy adjustment and wide standard equipment will support the successful
life of a student. Horizontal side desks offer more stacking space (glass of water, crayons
etc.) and also possibility of adding of supplements - shelf Profi and LCD monitor holder.
New robust frame is your warranty for together long way with your student. First quality
round edges and round corners of desks assure safety movings around the table. As
a standard equipments there are practical and pleasant wrist pad with regulator, pull-out
organizer and schoolbag holders on both sides.

32LED-03 WH

32P3, 32W3
Desk top...........................116 x 66 cm (width x depth)
Desk height......................57–75 cm – mechanically by screws
Desk tilt............................middle part (hand rail)
Frame color......................silver or white
Main desk color.................maple or white
Side desks color................red, green, blue, pink, maple or white
Plastic parts......................red, green, blue, pink or grey
ABS edge..........................grey with white safe link

32W8 W
MOBILE CABINET WITH LOCK
32P8, 32W8
Dimensions: 52 x 39 x 55 cm
(height x width x depth)
Number of drawers: 2
Shifting mini organizer inside the upper drawer
One shifting counter inside the downer drawer
(8 positions)
Frame and front color: silver or white
Sitting desk:
- fabrics Mayer
- desk AH maple or W white with ABS edge
Front castors with mechanical brakes

32W3 58 TW

Registered design

Desk height adjustment

Pull-out organizer

32P9
32P9 W
32P9 18

32W3 54 TW

32W3 58 TW

32P8 AH

32W8, 26 093

32W8, 30 463

2436 08, 30 463

32P8, 26 093

SHELF PROFI
32P9 18, 32P9 W, 32P9
Height above table: 34 cm
Dimensions: width 103 x depth 25 cm
Adjustable book holder
Holders color: silver or white
Desk color: maple or white
ABS edge: grey with white soft link
against crashes

32P3 54 TW
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Children‘s growing table for beginning schoolchildren. Proven stable structure of the model
Profi3 with smaller maple or white desk. Economic version of the growing table, where a large
multifunctional organizer is not as standard and can be ordered as an option equipment. The
size of the desk is sufficient for all necessary activities but requires the least amount of Mayer
tables. So it´s ideal to interior where you need to save space. Design suitable to both – 1. class
junior or leaving examination student. Traditionally easy adjustment will support the successful
life of a student. The robust design will table a longtime Junior schoolboy wizard on the path to
education. First quality round edges and round corners of a desk assure safety movings around
the table. As a standard equipment there are schoolbag holders on both sides.

PULL-OUT ORGANIZER
ORG
Dimensions: 53 x 43 x 5 cm (width x depth x height)
Storage height: 4,5 cm
Number of compartments: 6

32P1, 32W1

32P8 W

Desk top................. 90 x 63 cm (width x depth)
Desk height............ 56-74 cm - mechanically
with screws
Desk tilt.................. complete desk; safety
gas lift
Frame color............ silver
Desk color.............. maple or white
Plastic parts............ green, blue, white or pink
ABS edge................ gray with white soft link
against crashes

32P8, 30 370
32P8 AH

32W1 19

2435, 26 090
Registered design

Safety gaslift for soft touch
during adjustment to
horizontal position.

32W1 18 ORG

32P8 W
MOBILE CABINET WITH LOCK
32P8
Dimensions: 52 x 39 x 55 cm
(height x width x depth)
Number of drawers: 2
Shifting mini organizer inside the upper
drawer
One shifting counter inside the downer
drawer (8 positions)
Frame and front color: silver
Sitting desk:
- fabrics Mayer
- desk AH maple or W white with ABS edge
Front castors with mechanical brakes

Front castors
with
mechanical
brakes
32P1 13

32P1 17

32P1 19

32W1 13

32W1 17

32W1 18

Cabinet equipment
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Clever table construction compose of two independent desks. Fixed back desk offers
horizontal stacking space and possibility of adding supplements - universal extra
desk with book-stand. The front bigger desk is simply possible to adjust a tilt. So
functional!
First quality round edges and round corners of both desks assure safety movings
around the table. As a standard equipments there are practical and pleasant wrist
pad and great extending drawer.

32R2

Desk top.................................120 x 75 cm (width x depth)
Desk height............................58–75 cm – mechanically by kinkle
Desk tilt..................................front part, safety break
Frame and desk color..............white
ABS edge................................3D grey-white

32R2 18

32R5 18

32R8 18

2436 08 464

MOBILE CABINET
WITH LOCK
32R8 18
Dimensions: 61 x 39 x 55 cm
(height x width x depth)
Number of drawers: 3
Shifting mini organizer inside the upper drawer
One shifting counter inside the downer drawer
(8 positions)
Color: white
Upper surface is not high loaded (only Profi cabinets
are suitable for seating)
Front castors with mechanical brakes

LED LAMP WITH USB
32LED-03
Absolute free settings
No burn, no flashes, no UV emits
Power of LED panel 9 W
USB power charging 800 mA
Base diameter: 20 cm
Height (with the panel in a horizontal position): 44 cm
The color of the lamp WH white
or BL black
Lifetime: 50,000 hours
lighting
Warranty: 3 years

Front castors with mechanical brakes

Children´s growing table with modern elegant style. Combination of
universal white with light grey details can light up the interior of student´s
room. Easier adjusting and wide standard equipment will support
successful long way with your student.
Right tilt adjutments of main desk will support healthy position of spine in
so important period of growing.
White table Racing for friendly and easy student´s space!
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32R2 18

Safety gaslift for soft touch
during adjustment to
horizontal position.

32R2 18

SHELF RACING
32R5
Height above table: 25 cm
Dimensions: 50 x 25 cm
(width x depth)
Frame color: white
Desk color: white
ABS edge 3D grey-white
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FABRICS

Polyester

Please pay atention to this tips during the selection
of fabric for children´s chair:
1. try to harmonise chair fabric color with other
color, which already is in the room - carpet,
drapery, fabrics on other furniture...
or
2. don´t be affraid of contrast - children´s room
would be creative space, which is playing with
colors...
or
3. use some universal color - for example orange
color fabric will be always accord with wodden
floor...
sure:
4. recognize, how to clean the fabric which you
like, how easy it go dirty and how easy is
possible to clean
TIP: we strongly recommend fabrics Aquaclean.
Easy cleaning and super-resistant fabrics Aquaclean
are made with clever protection with very new
aquaclean technology. It´s not only surface
finishing but deep protection of every string.
Ketchup or chocolate? No problem!
finaly:
5. don´t be affraid of changes - warranty 5 years
includes also Mayer fabric, but really vitality can
be much longer (it depends on the style of use );
when you will need change color style of room
later, we can change the upholstery and we can
check completly the chair and can change also
foams...

26 090

26 091

26 092

26 093

Aquaclean

30 460

30 461

30 462

30 463

30 464

30 466

30 467

30 468

30 469

30 475

30 478

30 479

0 8-2 0 19

Nanova

30 370

